
This swag is easy to make and offers a variety of design options.

The Bistro Drapery Swag has a deep droop area and is designed to hang in front of a drapery. It can be attached directly 
to the drapery, or it can attach to the same pole using it’s own rings.  The swag has widths 16” to 30” and hangs 24” deep.

The Bistro Valance Swag has a shorter droop area and is not designed to hang in front of a drapery.  It is designed to hang 
from medallions or a pole as a valance.  The swag has widths 12” to 18” and hangs 17” deep.  Each swag and tail is made 
and attached to the drapery or medallions separately.

The droop area of the swag varies depending on the width of the swag.  This should be taken into consideration when 
using more than one size swag in the same room.  All swags have the option of a cuff.  There are two tail patterns 
included.  The 24” deep tail is to be used with the Bistro Drapery Swags and the 15 1/2” deep tail is to be used with the 
Bistro Valance Swags.  Alteration instructions are included.

The lined side panels have a box pleat that flips at the bottom. Crinoline (buckrum) is not used across the header. The 
5/8” self covered buttons are simply decorative.

Fabric Suggestions:  The swags and tails will have no fabric bulk problems.  The fabric works best if it is soft.  It is 
recommended that a self or contrast lining be used.  When using a cuff, the lining will flip and show at the front.  The 
lining will tend to show around the edges of the swag if trim is not used.

YARDAGE

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the actual pattern sizes so
you can determine how they will fit your fabric.

Upright Cut
Bistro Drapery Swag With  Cuff Without Cuff
16” to 22” width ….the pattern is………..29” wide x 34” deep……….29” wide x 25” deep
24” to 30” width…..the pattern is………..35” wide x 34” deep……….35” wide x 25” deep

Bistro Valance Swag
12” to 18” width…..the pattern is……….22” wide x 27” deep……….23” wide x 19” deep

Bistro Drapery Swag Tail……………………the pattern is……………11” wide x 23” deep
Bistro Valance Swag Tail……………………the pattern is…………….10” wide x 17” deep

Same amount of lining will be needed. Also, Same amount of interlining (optional).

FLIP BOX PLEAT SIDE PANELS
One width at each side of the window will suffice for windows up to 100” wide. Use 1 1/2 widths at each side reaching 150”. Beyond
that use two widths to each side.

Drapery Fabric ...................................... 14” longer than finished length
Lining ......................................................   5” longer than finished length
Interlining (optional) ...........................   2” longer than finished length

Trims: (Trims must be able to curve)

Bistro Drapery Swag   Bottom only             Cuff only
16” wide swag ................................................................... 30” ....................................................... 32”
22” wide swag ................................................................... 32” ....................................................... 32”
30” wide swag ................................................................... 39” ....................................................... 38”
Bistro Drapery Swag Tail ................................................ 18”

Bistro Valance Swag
12” swag ............................................................................. 18” ......................................................... 26”
18” swag ............................................................................. 23” ......................................................... 26”
Bistro Valance Swag Tail ................................................. 15”

More detail information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet.
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